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Picture Sort
Cut out the letters and use them as headers.  Then cut out the pictures and sort them under the 
correct letter.  Set the pieces on a flat surface or glue them to a sorting mat.
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Picture Sort
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Picture Sort
Cut out the letters and use them as headers.  Then cut out the pictures and sort them under the 
correct letter.  Set the pieces on a flat surface or glue them to a sorting mat.
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Picture Sort
Cut out the letters and use them as headers.  Then cut out the pictures and sort them under the 
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Picture Sort
Cut out the letters and use them as headers.  Then cut out the pictures and sort them under the 
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Picture Sort
Cut out the letters and use them as headers.  Then cut out the pictures and sort them under the 
correct letter.  Set the pieces on a flat surface or glue them to a sorting mat.
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Picture Sort
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Picture Sort
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Picture Sort
Cut out the letters and use them as headers.  Then cut out the pictures and sort them under the 
correct letter.  Set the pieces on a flat surface or glue them to a sorting mat.
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Picture Sort
Cut out the letters and use them as headers.  Then cut out the pictures and sort them under the 
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Picture Sort
Cut out the letters and use them as headers.  Then cut out the pictures and sort them under the 
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Picture Sort
Cut out the letters and use them as headers.  Then cut out the pictures and sort them under the 
correct letter.  Set the pieces on a flat surface or glue them to a sorting mat.
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Picture Sort
Cut out the letters and use them as headers.  Then cut out the pictures and sort them under the 
correct letter.  Set the pieces on a flat surface or glue them to a sorting mat.
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Picture Sort
Cut out the letters and use them as headers.  Then cut out the pictures and sort them under the 
correct letter.  Set the pieces on a flat surface or glue them to a sorting mat.
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Picture Sort
Cut out the letters and use them as headers.  Then cut out the pictures and sort them under the 
correct letter.  Set the pieces on a flat surface or glue them to a sorting mat.
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Picture Sort
Cut out the letters and use them as headers.  Then cut out the pictures and sort them under the 
correct letter.  Set the pieces on a flat surface or glue them to a sorting mat.
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Picture Sort
Cut out the letters and use them as headers.  Then cut out the pictures and sort them under the 
correct letter.  Set the pieces on a flat surface or glue them to a sorting mat.
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